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AUT Joins European Initiative
For Mediterranean Port Employment

AUT
Invited to
International
Initiatives

AUT Joins
NewGen
Peacebuilders
Initiative

Because of its expertise in Transport
Management studies which it carries out
with prestigious partners in Europe and
the Arab world, American University of
Technology was selected in Lebanon to
join a European Initiative that prepares
young people to work in ports around
the Mediterranean sea. The initiativeYEP MED- is carried out in many

countries around the Mediterranean and
is led in Lebanon by the Beirut Chamber
of Commerce and Industry and AUT
professors will be providing training
courses in port operations, international
trade and other related areas to young
people interested in employment in
ports. The funding is provided by the
European Union.

issues and challenges) from eight
universities/campuses
across
Lebanon will be accepted into the
program.
AUT students showed interest and
over 12 had enrolled the second day
after they were informed.
It is worth mentioning that this

type of program meets AUT’s policy
of promoting human rights after it
introduced a compulsory course in
human rights in 2004 that all students
take during their study at AUT.
This program kicks off in June 2021
and projects are presented up to
mid-August of the same year.

AUT has accepted the invitation by
The Rotary International Foundation
to join a series of workshops around
peace building that it is promoting
in Lebanon in collaboration with
NewGen Peacebuilders.
NewGen Peacebuilders is a
global, award-winning peace
education,
training
and
mentoring program and will
be available in Lebanon for
the first time. Up to 100
students
(ages
18-25
showing genuine interest
in addressing community
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Many AUT faculty and alumni as well as external guests held chit chat sessions with the
community using AUT social platforms to speak of topics that are of interest ranging
from nutrition to acting and here is a brief summary.

AUT
Chit Chat
Sessions:
Something
Useful For
Everyone

Artist Wissam Saliba
The Entertainment Industry
Amazing questions about the Lebanese and international film industry and about
acting were discussed with TV star Wissam Saliba during a session that went on
for two full hours. Saliba expressed views on what it takes to make it in the arts
and how important it is to keep oneself informed of all trends in entertainment.

Emile Khattar:
Mobile Apps!

Mobile
Apps!

You use them every day but
HOW are they developed?
What skills do you need to
become an App developer?
And is it enough to develop a
good useful App?
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How to market Apps and make good
money? All these questions and more
were answered by AUT alumnus
Computer Scientist Emile Khattar, a
pioneer in mobile Apps development.
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Minister of
Transport and
Public Works
Dr. Michel Najjar:
Transport Problems and Solutions
AUT Provost and Minister of
Transport Dr Michel Najjar
spoke at length about Lebanon’s
transport problems and solutions
and encouraged specialization in
transport management

Dr. Georges Rammouz:
Misconceptions about Nutrition
Do I lose weight if I skip meals? Does
diet Soda really contain 1 calorie? Is
Breakfast the most important meal of
the day? Is eating late at night bad?

Should I take multivitamins every day?
Lose 15kg in one month? Is it possible?
AUT’s Dean of Applied Sciences had all
the answers and more

AUT Alumnus Elie Kassis
Careers Open to Graduates
in Water Resources Science
Élie Kassis, Dewatering and
Geology Supervisor at the
international dam construction
company Andrade Gutierrez

addressed AUT current students
and high school students about careers
open to graduates in Water Resources
Science.

AUT Alumna Mona
Rami on Acting
Rising star Mona Rami shared
her experience in film and
arts and discussed with
high school students what
it takes to make it in this
industry
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Computer Scientist Alumnus Eddy Touma
on Software Development
Viewers discussed with Eddy Touma, AUT
alumnus, computer scientist, winner of
Microsoft Imagine 2006 competition,
and entrepreneur based in the USA
the latest trends in computer science
employment and fields

Dr. Nizam Barakat,
Chair of Hospitality Managementon
Trends in Hospitality and Tourism
The post Covid-19 landscape
of tourism and hospitality
was debated by the community

with AUT Chair of Hospitality
Management and new ideas for the
rebirth of this sector were discussed.

AUT Dean of Applied
Sciences Dr.
Georges Rammouz
Watch out for your health during
confinement!
How to prevent physical and
mental harm caused by a
three-week
confinement
was the topic of this chit
chat session.
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AUT Culture Plus students, inspired by renown artists produced
works in this course encouraged by their instructor Aida Kassab

AUT
Insider
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Ask an Expert at AUT:
A Free-Of Charge Service by AUT to the Community
Do you have a problem with your mobile
phone or laptop?
Do you need advice on downloading apps
or software?
Or maybe you need advice on diet and
nutrition?
Or you need your home drinking water
to be tested for quality?

Get those services free of charge by
consulting senior students at AUT- Halat.
All advice, consultations and solutions
are free of charge!
Book an appointment by emailing
askanexpert@aut.edu and provide
details on what you need!

Virtual Water at Which Cost?
To celebrate World Water Day 2021 - "VALUING WATER", the Water
Resources and Geo-Environmental Sciences Department - Faculty
of Applied Sciences, in collaboration with the Club des Sciences
organized a webinar on the theme of Virtual Water on 27th March
2021 at 11am.
Guest Speaker:
Mr. Jean Gebran, General Director of EBML.
LEBANESE WATER SITUATION: REAL TIME ASSESSMENT.
Speakers:
Fadi Karam, Ph.D. Agro and Hydro Meteorology at FAO, Professor, Lebanese
University, Faculty of Agriculture.
VALUING WATER; WATER FOR FOOD AND VIRTUAL WATER.
Eddy Souaid, Ph.D. Geochemical expert, Professor Lebanese University, Faculty
of Sciences.
AN OVERVIEW OF WATER FOOTPRINT.
Moderator:
Georges Rammouz, Ph.D. - Associate Professor and Dean of Faculty of Applied Sciences.
In collaboration with Club Des Sciences http://www.clubdessciences.com/
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Mobile
Apps
Workshop

Short Film Competition
with Actor Wissam Saliba
High School students have been
invited to enter a short film
competition around the theme of
Isolation: A Solution? It is related
to the confinement imposed by the
Covid-19 pandemic. The criteria
were set by the Faculty of Arts and
Humanities at AUT: duration 2-4
minutes, MP4 format, solo and

teams participation.
Entries will be reviewed by senior
students and faculty at AUT and
the top 20 entries will be reviewed
by TV actor and artist Wissam
Saliba who will select the top three.
Scholarships for studies of Audio
Visual Arts will reward the three top
students.

CALL FOR
APPLICANTS!
Short Movie
Competition
For Grade 12 students

Judge:

Actor WISSAM SALIBA

Money Management
for High School Students
Over 310 students from 37 schools from all over Lebanon signed up for
the Money Management workshop given by AUT online. The free-of-charge
workshop ran over three Saturdays and was followed by a competition in
stock trading and investment till late May 2021. The top 3 students will earn
scholarships for studies in Finance at AUT. The workshop leader was AUT
Chair of Finance Dr Robert Saleeby

This
free-of-charge
workshop,
expected to start mid-April will
enable high school students to
understand the basics of mobile
apps development as they will
be coached into developing a
simple app during a workshop
of 9 hours spread over three
Saturdays. AUT alumnus and
developer Emile Khattar is
the workshop leader and will
share his experience setting
up development start-ups
with the participants.
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MEET
ALUMNA

My career journey started at AUT where I studied Information Technology, and at the same time, AUT gave me the opportunity
to work as an assistant at the IT department, this is where I have gained an experience in the domain I was studying and gave
me a push further in my studies.
AUT also got all the students engaged in Social activities, which made us learn more in life, gain self-confidence and improve
our social and behavioral skills.
When I took my BS degree in IT, I decided to continue my Master studies in Italy, University of Trento, in the Bio Informatics
field. At first, I hesitated and was scared that I would not be accepted there. In fact, they had a look at the courses I had taken
and they substituted most of the courses I had to take because I had previously acquired them at AUT. Everything went
smooth and easy, there; I collaborated with the Microsoft research center in Trento and worked as a trainee acting as an
application system analyst.
I was working on projects using software developed at the Center (BlenX), used to model and simulate biological
phenomena. Although I was offered to continue towards PHD studies and get a job there after graduation, I returned to
Lebanon where I started working in ITS, a leading provider of cutting-edge integrated information technology solutions.
A year later I moved to work at TOUCH Lebanon, one of the two operating GSM networks. I have been working there
supporting the customer end users on the Roaming application, preparing queries, doing data analysis and mining.
A big credit goes to AUT for my educational background which made me progress in my career and enabled me to engage
in project activities at my work place and support the users by providing proper advice, guidance and training.
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